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.Air poJluti~n ~sJJ~ta?B~r, 
WI-IQ. agency concLud.. es __.L ( .... 
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BY MARIA CHE~G IttrIl/ /)q . J. . tine pa~~csl!iat dn b/deposited deep in 
. AP Medical Writer CtJq T rtJ,-y< I~~W J4 the lungs o~le. . 

LONDON ~ What many commuters I(e "'I1ieSeMe difficult things for the indi
choking on smog have long suspected has 'j vidual to avoid," he said, while observing 
finally been scientifically validated: air pol- I the worrying dark clouds from nearby fac· 
lution causes lung cancer. C' tOTies that he could see from his office win-

The International Agency for Research 0 I dow in Lyon on Wednesday. "When I walk 
on Cancerdeclared ort Thursday that air • on a street where there's heavy pollution 
pollution is a carcino en alon s' wn 
d ers suc as as estos, tobacco and' 
ultraviolet radiation; The decision came 
after a consultation by an expert panel 
organized by IARC, the cancer agency of .. 
the World Health Organization, which is· 
based in Lyon, France. 

"The air most people breathe has . 
become polluted with a complicated mix
ture of cancer-causing substances," said 
Kurt Straif, head of the IARC department 
.that evaluates carcinogens. He said the 
agency now considers pollution to be "the 
most important environmental carcino· 
gen," ahead of second-hand cigarette and 
cigar smoke. 
. IARC had previously deemed some of 

the components in air pollution such as 
diesel fumes to be carcinogens, but this is 
the first time it has classified air pollution 
in its entirety as cancer causing. 

The risk to the individual is low, but 
Straif said the main sources of pollution' 
are widespread, including transportation, 
power plants, and industrial and agricul.. 
ttIral emissions. . 

Air pollution is a complex mixture that 
includes gases and particulate matter, and 
IARC s.aidone of its primary risks is the 

from diesel exhaust, I try to go a bit further 
away," he said. "So that's something you 
can do." 

The' fact that nearly everyone on the 
planet is exposed to outdoor pollution 
could prompt governments and other 
agencies to adopt stricter controls on 
spewing fumes. Straif noted that WHO and . 
the European Commission are reviewing 
their recommended limits on air pollution. 

Previously, pollution had been found to 
bOQ§L~hancesof hea~t and respiratory 
~as.es. ( / 

The expert panel's classification was
 
made after scientists analyzed more than
 
1.000 studies worldwide and concluded
 
there was enough evidence tllat exposure
 
to outdoor air pollution causes lung can·
 
cer.
 

In 2010, IARC said"there were more than 
220,000 lun~r deaths worldwide . 

Pconnecteato air pollution. The agency also 
noteaarlnk with a slightly higher risk of 
bladder cancer. 

Straif said there were dramatic differ
ences in air quality between cities around.,
 
the world and that the most polluted
 
metropolises were in China and India,
 
where people frequently donmasks.
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